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This PDF document is an updated note on the company. A comprehensive version of the report on the company, including this latest update, is
available on our website and various professional platforms.

On February 19, 2021, Mercuria Investment Co., Ltd. announced its transition to a holding company structure through a
single-company share transfer.
The company has decided to establish Mercuria Holdings Co., Ltd. (“the holding company”) as a holding company
(wholly-owning parent company) through a share transfer to be conducted solely by the company on July 1, 2021 (planned).
This share transfer is contingent upon the adoption of a corresponding resolution during the annual general meeting of
shareholders scheduled for March 30, 2021, as well as the completion of other relevant procedures.
Since its establishment, the company has adopted a “cross-border” approach as its core concept. While observing
macroenvironmental trends, the company has formulated a variety of investment strategies, including a growth investment
strategy, a value investment strategy, a buyout and succession investment strategy, a real estate investment strategy, and a cash
flow investment strategy. It has established a foundation for itself as a multi-strategy fund administrator by establishing and
managing new funds in accordance with these investment strategies.
In response to structural changes caused within the industry by the COVID-19 pandemic, the company has included the pursuit
of further growth opportunities through business expansion among its core management issues. Furthermore, the company has
recognized that establishing a system enabling quick and flexible management decisions will be necessary when preparing for
possibilities associated with future M&A-based corporate restructuring.

Procedures for transitioning to a holding company structure
Step one: Establish a holding company through a single-company share transfer on July 1, 2021 and convert Mercuria Investment
into a wholly owned subsidiary of this holding company
Step two: After receiving approval from relevant authorities and undergoing all necessary procedures, convert the company’s
subsidiaries into subsidiaries of the holding company.

Method of share transfer
・

Single-company share transfer converting Mercuria Investment into a wholly owned subsidiary and the holding company

・

Share transfer ratio: Mercuria Investment’s shareholders will receive one share in the holding company for each common

・

・

into a wholly-owning parent company
share held in Mercuria Investment.
Number of shares per unit: 100
Number of shares planned for issue: 17,644,900 common shares

・

Holding company listing application: The company plans to apply for a new listing (technical listing) on the First Section of

・

Listing date: July 1, 2021 (delisting of current Mercuria Investment shares planned for June 29, 2021)

the Tokyo Stock Exchange

This note is the most recent addition to the full report.
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We offer corporate clients comprehensive report coverage, a service that allows them to better inform investors and other stakeholders by presenting a continuously
updated third-party view of business fundamentals, independent of investment biases. Shared Research can be found on the web at https://sharedresearch.jp.

Disclaimer
This document is provided for informational purposes only. No investment opinion or advice is provided, intended, or solicited. Shared Research Inc. offers no warranty,
either expressed or implied, regarding the veracity of data or interpretations of data included in this report. We shall not be held responsible for any damage caused by
the use of this report.
The copyright of this report and the rights regarding the creation and exploitation of the derivative work of this and other Shared Research Reports belong to Shared
Research. This report may be reproduced or modified for personal use; distribution, transfer, or other uses of this report are strictly prohibited and a violation of the
copyright of this report. Our officers and employees may currently, or in the future, have a position in securities of the companies mentioned in this report, which may
affect this report’s objectivity.

Japanese Financial Instruments and Exchange Law (FIEL) Disclaimer
The report has been prepared by Shared Research under a contract with the company described in this report (“the company”). Opinions and views presented are ours
where so stated. Such opinions and views attributed to the company are interpretations made by Shared Research. We represent that if this report is deemed to include
an opinion from us that could influence investment decisions in the company, such an opinion may be in exchange for consideration or promise of consideration from
the company to Shared Research.
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